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Golf etiquette refers to a set of rules and practices designed to
make the game of golf safer and more enjoyable for golfers and
to minimize possible damage to golf equipment and courses.
E1

Replacing your divot
After you hit a golf shot you may create a divot. A divot is a
patch of grass that is extracted from the ground after hitting a
golf shot.If the divot stays together
you can replace the divot by picking
it up, placing is back in the ground,
and stepping on it gently.
If the grass explodes into multiple
pieces then sand is usually provided
in the cart to refill the divot. Just
pour the sand in the divot until it
fills up, and smooth it with your foot. If you replace your divot,
the grass will grow back and help leave the golf course in great
condition!

E2

Yelling FORE!!!
Golf is a lot of fun! It is even more
fun when we don?t have to wait a
long time to hit. Be ready to hit
when it is your turn and limit
yourself to 1 practice swing.
Below is the longest it should take
you to play each hole as a
beginning player.
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Golf Bag Placement

When playing golf we want to always place our golf bag in a place
that allows us to get to our bag quickly, but does not interfere with
others.
Here are a couple of places you do not want to set your bag:
1. The Green - You never want to set your bag on the green. Just off
the green is okay, but we do not want to damage the putting
surface.
2. Bunker/ Hazard - When you are in a Hazard you are not allowed
to ground any part of your equipment. This would include your golf
bag. If you ground your golf bag it would be a 1 stroke penalty!
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Raking Bunkers

As we learned on the previous page, bunkers are hazards where we
cannot ground our club (touch the sand with our club) prior to
striking the ball. Once our ball is out of the bunker it is important to
use the rake to smooth out your footprints and divot caused by
your shot. We do this so that the next person to be in the same
bunker has a clean lie.
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St epping in someones line

While on the putting green you want to ensure you are walking
around your playing partners intended putting line. The ?Players
Line?is an imaginary area that their ball is going to travel in to get to
the hole. The putting green is a very fragile surface. Ball marks, cleat
marks and other defects can make the ball roll off the players
intended line.
Do not walk in a
players line .

Walk around t he
players line.
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Pract ice Swings & Pace of Play

While it always feels best to make practice swings before executing
a shot, too many could create and undue delay in play, causing you to
incur a one stroke penalty. Make sure that you take no more than
one practice swing during the execution of a shot. It should only take
no more than 45 seconds to successfully execute an effective shot.
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Pace of Play

When playing in a group it is proper etiquette to not go
ahead of playing partners. You should always move up as
a group and have safety in mind. Be sure to know where
you are in relation to whoever is hitting and make
certain you are not in an area that is going to be
distracting to other players.
E8

Tee Times

It's always fun to show up to your favorite
course, on a slow day and get right out on
the course. Some days the course is too
busy and can't get you on the course at all.
Calling ahead to schedule a Tee Time can
get you off to a great start to your round. It
is good to arrive at the course about 30
minutes before your tee time to get
warmed up!
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Range Balls

Before we play a round of golf it is important to warm-up! Hitting a few
range balls at the driving range is a good way to get loose. Depending on
the type of facility there are 3 different range ball service procedures.
Bag of balls from golf shop
or driving-range attendant

Complimentary pyramid/bucket
setup on range

Coin purchased ball machine
with basket
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The rules of golf make the game fair and fun. Learn the following
rules to get started playing golf!

R1

5 Minut e Rule

It is important to watch your golf ball in the air until it lands and
stops. If you cannot find your ball, you get 5 minutes to look for it.
The players in your group should help you look if you are having
trouble as well. After 5 minutes you need to declare a lost ball and
either play your provisional ball, drop (if it is in a hazard) or hit
another ball from where you hit your previous shot.
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The rules of golf make the game fair and fun. Learn the following
rules to get started playing golf!
R2

Provisional Ball

A Provisional Ball is hit in the event you think the first shot will not be
found. This typically will happen when you can not determine if a ball is
out of bounds, or if it lands in a questionable location on the golf
course. Playing a provisional ball allows for a proper pace of play and
limits the travel time of having to walk back to play a shot from a
previous location.
How t o execut e a Provisional Ball:
1. After the wayward shot is hit, declare to your playing partners you
are going to hit a provisional shot.
2. Grab a ball from your bag and make sure that you mark the ball and
declare the number and unique marking.
3. Drop the ball or re-tee from the same location you hit your last shot
and proceed to find the balls. -If the original ball is found you may pick
up the provisional ball and continue play without penalty.
**If the original ball isnot found or isout of bounds, you will play the
provisional ball and incur a 1 stroke penalty.
Ball 1: Out of
bounds.
Ball 2:
Provisional
ball. Hitting
3rd shot from
new position.
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Flagst ick Rule

The flagstick shows us where the hole is on the green. If your ball is
located on the putting surface you need to pull the flagstick. If you
neglect to pull the flagstick from the hole and your ball hits the
flag- stick you will incur a penalty. In stroke play it is a 2-Stroke
Penalty and you must play the ball as it lies. In match play it is a loss
of hole. If you are on any other area you are allowed to leave the
flag in the hole without a penalty if your ball hits the flagstick. This
includes the fringe.
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Use YOUR EQUIPMENT!

If you start your round with 14 clubs then that is the only equipment
you can use during the rest of the round. If you decide to use
another players clubs during the round you will incur the following
penalty:

St roke Play: 2 Stroke Penalty for each hole that the breach occurred
(maximum of 4 strokes per round)
Mat ch Play: Loss of the amount of holes played using breach of rule.
(Maximum of 2 hole deduction per round)
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Fixing Put t ing Surfaces

The putting surface is a unique location because it is very fragile but
we want it to be well maintained so the ball will roll smooth and stay
on-line. Spike marks, ball marks, and other debris can be found in
your putting line from time to time. Here are the rules to follow:

Can's - If there is a ball mark in your putting line, you are allowed to
fix the mark with a divot repair tool and tap it down using a putter.
You are also allowed to move loose impediment s such as leaves and
twigs.
Cannot 's - If there is a mark in your line that was not created by a
ball it cannot be fixed. These can include spike marks and any other
abnormal mark on the putting surface. You should check with your
playing partners for confirmation before fixing any mark in your line.
In st roke play it is a 2-stroke penalty for breaching this rule. In
mat ch play it is a loss of the hole.

Can n ot f ix
spik e m ar k s!

Can f ix ball m ar k s!
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Learning about new professional golfers and legends is
fun! It makes golf fun to watch on TV and helps you learn.
It also helps you to have a role model to look up to.

YOUR OBJECTIVE:

FOR LEVEL 2 YELLOW RANK YOU
MUST RESEARCH A CURRENT
PLAYER AND A RETIRED LEGEND
AND ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT
THEM IN YOUR HONOR TEST.

W HO W ILL YOU CHOOSE TO RESEARCH?
FEEL FREE TO PICK ONE OF THE EXAMPLES BELOW
CURRENT PLAYERS

RETIRED LEGENDS

Rickie Fowler
Paula Creamer
Rory Mcllroy
Justin Rose

Arnold Palmer
Annika Sorenstam
Jack Nicklaus
Kathy Whitworth

Tips on where t o find informat ion:
INTERNET

LIBRARY

TELEVISION

NOTE: ALWAYS ASK YOUR PARENTS PERMISSION BEFORE RESEARCHING

